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The Passion Maker 
Identify & commit to your true life 

purpose in 10 minutes or less



The Passion Maker Test: 10 Minutes to 
discovering your True Life Purpose 

Aligning your motivation with your purpose, and the good of all people.

This is for the people who are committed to make the world a better place. Committed 
to make a difference, live their truth, and maybe go down in history, one way or 
another...

The questions are simple, and straightforward. Whether you do it or not is really up to 
you. Like everything in life, when it comes down to it, itʼs up to you to make it happen 
(with a little help from Spirit). 

When youʼre aligned with your mission, and youʼre feeling good about your work, 
your life, and your circumstances (whatever they may be!) the universal energy flow 
is free to rush in and do its work. It feels really good. 

When your closed off, compressed, and tight about your life, you close off the flow to 
and from the universe, and you suffer; your loved ones suffer; your finances suffer; your 
heart suffers. 

Wherever you are in the game, and in this moment, take some time to breathe and 
slow down, right now... 

Take a moment to allow the flow of the universe to expand a little in you, as you loosen 
those tight clamps on your heart and spirit; crimps that are closing off the flow of energy, 
the oxygen that your spirit needs to survive and thrive. 

You are a magical, beautiful, powerful being. I know you know that in your deepest 
heart. Itʼs time to awaken fully to the power you have within, and make it happen. 
You may have gone through this kind of process 100 times, or it may be your first, 
but no matter, the time is now to start anew! 

Now is the time to take that massive giant leap, and plunge into the greatness that you 
are, and the power that you truly wield from within. Time to embrace “beginnerʼs mind”, 
time to let go of the past, and time to embrace your beautiful, powerful, emboldened 
future. Are you ready to take the plunge? Letʼs make it happen...! 
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WIth the following 10 questions, youʼre encouraged to just write what comes into your 
mind, without thinking much, or trying to reason. Just try and get in a state of flow, and 
donʼt spend too much time going over each question. After all, youʼve got work to do, 
right? You can always go back and spend some more time polishing and reflecting on 
these things, as they will be highly useful in your quest to live a good life, with great 
meaning, purpose and prosperity...

The 10 Passion Maker Questions:

1. What do you believe you were put on this earth to do? (Just write the first thing 
that comes to mind, then you can elaborate for a few sentences if you wish...)

2. Why is this important? 

3. What are some of your top favorite things to do, that you just canʼt get enough 
of? (Best if these involve some sort of active engagement with life.)
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4. What do people consistently ask you for advice about and/or tell you youʼre 
really good at?

5. What would you absolutely LOVE to do for the next 5 years, without any 
question whatsoever?

6. What are you absolutely committed to in your life?

7. How would you picture your life and work in the next 6-12 months if you could 
wave a realistic magic wand, and see it all in place?
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8. Whatʼs stopping you or blocking you from getting there now?

9. What are you committed to doing to turn it around and make it happen?

10. If you were handed the opportunity right now to turn your life around, create a 
foundation for true financial freedom, and make your dream happen starting 
today - would you go for it, or maybe hesitate until the opportunity was gone...?

OK, are you more clear on your purpose now? Right it again here now, without 
looking back over your answers!:
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I believe in you! Now itʼs up to you to make the decision in yourself to do whatever 
it takes to make it happen. The world needs you my friend!

Final Question: What if I told you I have a plan to get you started on that road, 
that only takes about 1/2 hour to go through and is totally FREE - would you take 
the opportunity then?

I hope that was a no-brainer for you, because I just so happen to have such a 
program...itʼs called 5 Steps to Freedom (and itʼs totally free). The link is below, and I 
wish you great success, wisdom and joy in your life and work. 

Try and remember this: 

When you make that commitment in yourself it takes a real firmness of purpose, 
and continued perseverance to keep the dream alive. It also takes some support! 
Youʼre not alone though...!

Millions of people around the world are going through the same thing right now, trying to 
figure out how to really make it happen for themselves, for their mission, and for their 
lifeʼs work. Some of them will be successful, and some wonʼt. Some will do it with my 
guidance, and some will not. It really makes no difference to me how you do it - 
what matters is that you make it happen! The world needs more of us to step up and 
lead, lead from our true power, and change the world from within ourselves. 

In 5 Steps to Freedom, you will receive the basic foundation and knowledge you need 
to turn your life around, take your dream business or career into your own hands, and 
start to live the life of your dreams.

Freedom cannot be bought, it must be earned, and this is the best way I know of to 
begin teaching you the fundamental principles you will need to know, to set up your 
dream business, get the clients and customers you need, and set yourself on the 
road to personal and financial freedom.  

Whether you choose to take the 5 Steps or not, I wish you the very best in your 
endeavors, and I wholeheartedly support you in your mission to make our world a better 
place, starting from within you.
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Whatever you choose to do in your life, may you do it from your heart and soul, and 
may you do it from a place of effortless peace, truth and great joy.

Life is short -- letʼs make it happen! 

                         

Click here for your free access to 5 Steps to Freedom:
http://ienvisionmedia.com/freedom/

Feel free to contact me directly through my website, 
or satya@ienvisionmedia.com

Notice: Free to Distribute

The Passion Maker Test was created to have the maximum impact and reach possible. 

So please share it (unedited, of course, with all links and credits intact) with your friends, 

associates and tribe... Thanks for your support! 
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With Love,
Satya Colombo
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